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Marjory: Hello everyone. Welcome to the Home Grown Food Summit. This is Marjory 

Wildcraft. As I said here up in the summit, up in the summit, it's almost as if we're 
like on a mountain top, getting to peek down into a really busy and productive 
valley and swoop down here and see what's going on in this backyard and over 
there in that kitchen. 
 

 I am really, really delighted today because we're going to get to go down to the 
community center and spend some time with Ty Bollinger. Ty is the force and voice 
behind several docu-adventure series called The Truth About Cancer. This is a topic 
that is very, very near and dear to my heart. 
 

 I mean you know me, everyone knows me as the champion of backyard food 
production and healthy living. Yet even within the wider circle of my family and my 
in-laws, there are my families that are saying, "Hey, cancer is totally an accident 
and a coincidence." They continue to eat foods that are known carcinogens. They 
continue to use products, hair care or cosmetics or different things that are known 
toxins and they say no, it's all an accident or it's genetics or something. 
 

 I'm like their hands in the evidence is that it's a lifestyle choice, actually a series of 
lifestyle choices. It pains me to know, and I was so vocal at one point in time I was 
actually being disbarred from family events. I decided that for the sake of 
relationships, I would stop pushing the matter and leave it up to God or the 
universe for them to come to their own realizations and live their own lives. It still 
grieves me a lot. 
 

 One man, Ty Bollinger, is with me here today and he is definitely leading the 
campaign of literally the hundreds of thousands, if not millions of people, who are 
going, "Hey, wait a minute. This really is a bunch of lifestyle choices that we could 
change." Ty is going to be talking about could the cure for cancer be in your 
backyard? Could it really be that simple? Ty, welcome so much to the call. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Thank you Marjory for having me. I really appreciate you being willing to talk to me 
today about this really important topic of cancer and specifically food, the food link 
to cancer, the nutritional link to cancer. I think it's so important for people to put 
two and two together and to understand that what you eat does have an effect on 
your health, despite what you might not hear from your doctor. 
 

Marjory: Yes. Now I've had a few family members that have had cancer, but you really take 
the cake in terms of number of people, which actually is what started you on this 
journey. You want to tell a little bit about your background? 
 

Ty Bollinger: Sure. I mean I've never dreamed ... When I got out of school in 1991, I graduated 
from Baylor University in Waco, Texas, Sic 'Em Bears, I never dreamed that I would 
be doing this twenty plus years later, twenty-four years later. Wow, I can't believe 
it's been twenty-four years. 
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 I'm a CPA actually. I have a Master's Degree in Taxation. I thought that my life 
would be filled with numbers and accounting. I did not realize that God had a 
different direction for me to take. It began in the summer of 1996, July 1 to be 
exact when my father, Graham Bollinger, was diagnosed with stomach cancer. He'd 
had stomachaches for a couple of weeks and they thought it might be a parasite. 
They thought it might be gallstones, had no idea it was cancer. 
 

 He went into the hospital that day. I still remember it. My wife Charlene and my 
mother accompanied him. He was just having some really bad stomach pains. They 
went in and said now it's gallstones. We're going to take them out. Six hours later, 
the surgeon comes out and he's in tears. He says, "Wow, he's so young. It's cancer. 
It's so advanced." 
 

 My mom collapsed at that point. We had no idea. Twenty-five days later my father 
died. He was fifty-two years old. At that point I began to question the system. I 
began to do research on why is surgery, chemo, and radiation, why are these the 
only treatments that we know about? Why was this dad's only choice to cut out his 
entire stomach when he was diagnosed with cancer? 
 

 That was the beginning of my research. Over the next several years, I continued to 
research and learn about the different treatments that had been literally 
suppressed and about the doctors that are using effective natural treatments for 
cancer. Doctors that dared to mention nutrition, that nutrition can play a part in 
your health, and how the doctors are systematically persecuted and even run out 
of the country for daring to mention these things. 
 

 Over those years as I was researching, I lost both grandfathers and my 
grandmother, a close uncle, my cousin, and then finally my mother, all to cancer. 
Some of them I actually lost them to the treatments. The treatments actually killed 
them rather than the cancer, which is what happened to my father. 
 

 He was initially given a diagnosis, Marjory, of two years that he would be alive. That 
without treatment, he would not live over two years. He died in twenty-five days. 
The reason he died is because they took his entire stomach out, they botched the 
surgery, and he bled to death. 
 

Marjory: Whoa. 
 

Ty Bollinger: That was what got me involved with cancer research, believe it or not, was just 
losing my entire family. 
 

Marjory: Since then you've been ... It's on The Global Quest actually and I'm looking at 
twenty-eight doctors, eleven scientists, nine survivors and one FDA Dragon Slaying 
attorney, but I believe that it's actually been a lot more numbers now. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. 
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Marjory: There's an incredible growing momentum that look, chemotherapy and these other 
treatments are actually incredibly barbaric. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Well, they are. You're right. I published my first book, which is called Cancer: Step 
Outside the Box in 2006, two years after my mom died. It just resonated with 
people. People loved the book. They loved the information. 
 

 It's very, very heavily focused on prevention of cancer, not just treatment. It's very 
heavily focused on nutrition, diet, detoxification, and herbs and so forth. I think it 
just resonated with people. I began to do radio and TV interviews at that point and 
just kind of built a rather large following of people that looked to me for 
information. Which is really kind of humbling when I look at the fact that over the 
years I've had the privilege of literally changing the lives of tens of thousands of 
people with information. 
 

 I'm not taking credit for that, because I'm not a doctor. I'm not even a scientist. I'm 
just a researcher that happened to put together a lot of good information in a book 
that helped people. It's not really me. I'm not really even all that smart. I'm just 
good at reading and putting information together. 
 

 A lot of the doctors and the scientists that I've interviewed, they're brilliant people. 
What happened, Marjory, was the first of 2014 last year I was approached by a 
couple of guys that said, "Look, your books have been great." I've written about a 
dozen books to this point. They said, "Your books are great, but you know what, 
we'd like to take your information to the masses via a documentary miniseries." 
 

 That's what gave rise to the first documentary last year, which we called The Truth 
About Cancer, Quest for the Cures. We launched again in the fall another 
documentary. It was an eleven part documentary, which you were just referring to 
the twenty-eight doctors and scientists and one FDA Dragon Slaying attorney. That 
was called The Quest for the Cures Continues. 
 

 This year, 2015, just last month in October we launched what we called Truth 
About Cancer: A Global Quest. What I did is over the summer I traveled to dozen 
different countries and interviewed over a hundred doctors, scientists, researchers, 
and patients about what they're doing to treat cancer naturally and in a non-toxic 
manner. That's what we have called this latest documentary miniseries, which we 
call a docu-series, Truth About Cancer: A Global Quest. That was a nine day event, 
which just aired in October. 
 

 We're relaunching it again. We're going to show it again for free. When I say 
launching it, what I mean is we show it for free. We put it up on YouTube and 
people can watch it for free and we're doing that again the weekend of Black 
Friday, the following Monday after Thanksgiving. 
 

Marjory: That's just such a nice service. Now, of all those many doctors and the gazillion 
different approaches to this that are holistic and alternative or different from 
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chemotherapy or some of the other things, I've been reading and following in your 
works. You've really distilled it down to three pillars, which I felt that simply it for 
people. When you get down to it, it really is just common sense, like hello. The 
three pillars, the first one is just reduce your toxicity. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah, detoxification. That's really the key. That's one of the things that ... I really 
believe that's one of the things that killed my parents was the fact that they were 
toxic and they didn't know it. We didn't eat a great diet. When I was growing up, 
we did eat a terrible diet. We didn't eat a clean diet. 
 

 We used a lot of things that I look back on now a lot of the products were really, 
really toxic, including aspartame. In the early eighties, that's when the FDA 
approved aspartame for use in the food. I remember we didn't know any better. 
We thought okay, this is FDA approved. We thought they were there to protect us. 
 

Marjory: Yeah. 
 

Ty Bollinger: It's approved. It's safe in our food. We drank the Kool-Aid just like most people do 
regarding the FDA. I remember we wanted to cut down on our sugar, because we 
knew that we didn't need to eat a lot of sugar. I remember mom began to cook a 
lot of different desserts and things with aspartame in it. I'm sure that that had 
some effect on all of our health at that point. 
 

 The oils that we used were vegetable oils, right? We always thought that vegetable 
oils were healthy. That's what they told us. The USDA told us that vegetable oils 
were healthy. They told us that there's no concern with using hydrogenated oils 
and trans fats. We believed them and so mom cooked with those. We were not 
well-off. I remember at times that my grandparents had to bring us food because 
we just were very poor. 
 

 We bought the cheapest foods that we could and those foods I'm learning now and 
I've learned over the last couple of decades in my research, those are carcinogenic 
foods a lot of the times, the things that we were eating. I know that that had a lot 
to do with mom and dad's cancer. 
 

 One of the things that makes sense to pretty much anybody, Marjory, is that if you 
have toxicity, in order to get healthy you should remove the toxicity. I mean when 
we look at just the simple illustration like your toilet in your home if it's clogged up 
and it's overflowing, everybody knows that if you just mop up the waste matter off 
of the floor in the bathroom, you really haven't fixed the problem. You're just kind 
of hiding the problem. 
 

 Everyone knows that in that situation you should called the Roto-Rooter guy to 
clean up the pipes. Well, the same crude analogy kind of applied to our bodies. If 
we're toxic, if our liver is congested, our kidneys, our colon is congested and these 
toxins are just circulating in our body, we need to clean out those pipes to be 
healthy. 
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 Which really is so bizarre to me, Marjory, that you see so many hit pieces today on 

people that dared to try to detoxify. I mean you see people that want to detoxify 
and they're made fun of and they say, "The toxicity has nothing to do with your 
health." I mean this is just insane that people would actually say that toxicity has 
nothing to do with your sickness. 
 

Marjory: I'm not maybe quite as extensive as you, but I had a personal interest in meeting 
people and finding out people who have reversed "so-called uncurable diseases". 
I've run into tons of people with cancer, diabetes, arthritis, you name it, back pains, 
even vision improvement. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. 
 

Marjory: Every one of them and some of them have done it by eating all raw meat and some 
of them have done it by being vegans and some of them have done it with all these 
interesting different things. The commonality that I've always found is they got off 
the commercial food supply. That was one of the key things. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah, there you go. 
 

Marjory: Yeah, and reducing your toxicity. Many of them that actually started ended up 
growing their own food just because not necessarily for cost reasons, but that is 
probably the way to guarantee for absolutely certain that you're going to get the 
healthiest and cleanest food is growing your own. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah, I agree Marjory. That was kind of where I was going with the detoxification 
because we've got to detoxify. That's key. One of the ways that you detoxify is not 
just through your full body cleanses and so forth that everybody has heard about 
the colon cleanse, the liver cleanse, and the kidney cleanse, and so forth. 
 

 You've got to stop putting the toxins in. The best way to stop putting the toxins in is 
to control your food, is to control your own food supply, because you really don't 
know what's in a lot of the foods especially if you're eating packaged foods. The key 
is ... Robert Scott Bell is a good buddy of mine. He recommends people grow food, 
not grass, right? Grow gardens rather than lawns. 
 

Marjory: Yeah. 
 

Ty Bollinger: I mean look at all the money that people put into having really green grass or really 
manicured trees and bushes. What if we put that same money into growing edibles 
that we can actually live on? I mean that's one of the things that Dr. Patrick Quillin 
showed us in this last documentary in The Global Quest, was we took a tour 
through his garden in California. 
 

 He's got something like sixty to eighty trees on an eighth of an acre. It's not like you 
need a lot of room. He grows a lot of his own food. If we all began to do that, I 
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think that that's one of the best ways that we can stop putting toxicity in our 
bodies, because we will have control and knowledge about the food that we're 
eating. 
 

 One of the other things that I think it was Dr. Ben Johnson shared in The Quest for 
the Cures was that a lot of fruits and even vegetables produced an ingredient called 
salvestrol when they ripe. It's very anticancer. It's very potent anticancer. 
 

 The way that the commercial food supply is delivered today is that vegetables and 
fruits are picked when they're green. Then they're shipped while they're green to 
where they go and then sometimes they're given really toxic ripening agents to 
make them ripe by the time you buy them. They don't produce the salvestrol 
because it's only produced in fruits and vegetables that are on the vine until they're 
ripe and they're picked ripe, which unless you're growing your own food you're not 
going to get this ingredient. 
 

 It's just really important to begin growing your own food to control that toxic level 
that you're in taking, because if you're buying conventionally grown produce, 
you're getting a healthy dose, and I say that sarcastically, but really a healthy dose 
of pesticides. 
 

Marjory: Yeah. Actually in the 2015 summit, I did a presentation and I'll probably try and get 
that up again. It was How To Grow Half Of Your Own Food In Your Backyard In Less 
Than An Hour a Day. I really go through the calories and what it looks like and how 
to set that up. It's really a system that anybody could do in a backyard size space. 
It's totally possible to grow a significant amount. 
 

 There's the example of the Dervaes Family in Southern California also that not only 
on an eighth of an acre are they growing all their own food, but they're selling food 
as a small micro CSA and making a living from it. It's totally possible. 
 

Ty Bollinger: I've seen that. 
 

Marjory: Yeah. It's incredible. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah, I've seen that. Yes, incredible. It really is. 
 

Marjory: The first pillar is to reduce your toxicity and start eating healthy food. Then the 
second pillar you had, and again this is like the elephant in the room, right? We all 
know that people in African are malnourished. We all know that people in India are 
starving and all that. 
 

 Nobody talks about Americans who are severely malnourished. Just because we're 
large does not mean that we're not malnourished. Your second pillar is all about 
getting better nutrition. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. It really is almost an oxymoron. A lot of people that you see, in the United 
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States especially, the obese epidemic is just out of control. They're really the most 
undernourished people. That doesn't seem like that would be the case, but that's in 
reality what's happening. 
 

 One of the things ... I'll take a little side tangent here. We traveled to Riga, Latvia 
this summer to interview some people, scientists and doctors at the Latvia 
Virotherapy Center about the way that they're treating cancer with the healthy 
virus. One of the things that I noticed, Marjory, about the people in Riga in Latvia is 
that there was no obesity. None. 
 

Marjory: Yeah. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Literally, this is a city of a million people. We were there for four days. We were 
walking around downtown and I must have seen twenty, thirty thousand different 
people over the course of the four days. I saw four obese people, and two of them 
were from the United States and two were from London. That's it. There was no 
organically grown obese people there. 
 

 There reason is that their food is farm-to-table. They don't have GMOs. They don't 
use pesticides. All of the restaurants there, even in the downtown, the restaurants 
in Riga, they got their shipment of fruits, vegetables, and meat that day from a local 
farmer. It's all farm-to-table food. There is no obesity epidemic. 
 

 As a result, they're getting high quality foods. They're getting nutrition. They're 
satisfied. Their portions, by the way, are much smaller than ours as well. What you 
see here in the United States is that you see this obesity epidemic. People are 
gorging on these highly processed basically nutrition-less foods, and they're never 
satisfied, and so they eat more. They're never satisfied and they eat more. 
 

 What you find is that if you start to eat foods that are real food, that are nature's 
food that are not highly processed, that you will become satisfied, because your 
body is actually receiving nutrition that it needs. It stimulates the hormones in your 
body that tell you that you're full. That doesn't happen when you're eating this fake 
food. 
 

Marjory: Also the soils that the commercial food supply was grown in the U.S. have been the 
same soils that they've been farming for the last, what, sixty, eighty, a hundred 
years. For the last sixty years, the only nutrients that they kept repeatedly 
reapplying is what you see on the fertilizer bag, the NPK, Nitrogen, Potassium, and 
Phosphorous. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah, NPK. 
 

Marjory: All the micronutrients have long, long decades ago been gone. None of the food 
that's grown and I've got to do some research on this, but I believe that the FDA 
labels that talk about the nutrient content is completely inaccurate. None of those 
foods actually contain it or if they do, they're synthesized minerals or chemical 
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substitutions to replace those vitamins, which are actually not really treated by the 
body the same. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. 
 

Marjory: The commercial food supply in the United States has no real nutrition in it. We all 
know if you don't have vitamin C, you get scurvy, right? I was just doing a thing on 
niacin, vitamin B3, if you don't have that you get pellagra. We all know these 
things, right? 
 

 People don't think that hey, if you don't get this whole bevy of nutrients, you're 
going to probably come down with cancer or diabetes or heart. I mean there isn't a 
specific one, but there's this whole complex of them. It's an absolute truth that 
you've got to have good nutrition. 
 

 I read a study recently that said that Americans are getting less than half of the RDA 
of the nutrients that are recommended by the government. There are quite a few 
nutritional studies that say the RDA is actually way, way, way much less. It's 
nowhere near enough of what you actually need anyway. They're recommending 
four to ten times what the RDA recommends. No matter which way you look at it, 
nutritionally we're in deep trouble. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah, we are. When you look at the typical standard American diet, the SAD diet, it 
really is sad. I mean how many people do you know that don't get anything fresh all 
day, or every day. Kids wake up and they eat cereal and chocolate milk. Then for 
lunch a slice of pizza and a coke and a Twinkie or something, or some chips. Then 
for dinner, a burger and fries. Maybe the only fresh thing they get is that one slice 
of tomato on the burger, and they probably take that off. 
 

Marjory: It's astonishing to me actually that the human body can continue to go so long on 
so little. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah, it really is. 
 

Marjory: How can these, but they're not. I mean they're starting to test kids for heart disease 
in the sixth grade, which is just egregious. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah, it's really sad. Look at the recommendations for the daily servings of different 
types of foods, I think that now in the American school system that ketchup is 
considered a vegetable. If you get French fries with ketchup, you actually have a 
couple of servings of vegetables there. French fries with ketchup is two servings of 
vegetables. Give me a break. 
 

Marjory: Yeah, right. Of course, and then to go back to this being the second pillar of 
nutrition. The first one being reduce your toxicity. Growing your own food in your 
backyard, the absolute best compost even far better than anything that you can 
buy commercially comes from your own compost heap. That's because as small 
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home gardeners and farmers we can add so many diverse things into our compost 
piles. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. 
 

Marjory: Most of us don't have a lot of good soil, but of course we've developed good soil. 
That's part of what we do. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. 
 

Marjory: The food that we're growing and in fact that's one of the big secrets to a green 
garden is having really good quality soil. When you've got a really rich fertile soil, 
your plants are going to be healthy and strong. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. 
 

Marjory: They will be using those nutrients. Then when you eat those plants, you get those 
nutrients. It's a continually upward spiral of health, right there on your backyard. 
Yeah. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. One of the people that we interviewed for this last documentary is Joel 
Salatin. 
 

Marjory: Oh yes Joel. Yes. 
 

Ty Bollinger: He's awesome. 
 

Marjory: He is. 
 

Ty Bollinger: We interviewed him up at his Polyface Farms ranch up in Virginia. He said, "All I do 
is cultivate good soil and grow good grass," and he says the animals do the rest. 
That's really the fruit. If you cultivate nutrient-dense soil and then you grow good 
grass or what he's doing with the chickens, with cows, and the pigs, then the 
animals do the rest if you give them what they need. What they need is nutrient-
dense green grass. 
 

 It's just amazing the system that he has in there, but we can apply that same 
principle to growing your own food in your own backyard. If you cultivate nutrient-
dense soil, if you remineralize the soil, if you use the compost and so forth to give 
the vegetables and fruits and so forth that you're growing that nutrition that they 
need so that they will feed you, then you're well on your way to being able to 
provide nutrition that you so desperately need in your every day diet. That you're 
not going to get if you just buy from the store. 
 

Marjory: Absolutely. Joel has presented at the 2015 Summit and he's also presenting at the 
2016 one here. We're just discussing the topic. We're thinking we're going to 
discuss the biggest myth for local sustainable food supplies. That will be interesting. 
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Let's go on to the third pillar. Joel, that guy can [inaudible 00:24:04] a whole bunch 
of words all together and just stun you like whoa, where did you make that from, 
Joel? 
 

Ty Bollinger: He is amazing. Yeah, he is. 
 

Marjory: He's funny. Our first pillar was reduce toxicity and the second pillar is really focus 
on that nutrition, ramping up your nutrition. Then the third pillar, and again it's 
going to be right there on your backyard, is reducing stress. Oh my gosh, is that a 
good one for Americans, right? 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. We need to do that. We need to reduce stress because stress is a killer. I've 
read studies that stress and anger and these kinds of emotions literally can 
suppress the immune system for up to twenty-four hours, just being at stress mode 
all the time. Because what happens is you know that your stress hormones, the 
adrenal glands produce cortisol, right? 
 

 If you're living in a stressed out environment all the time, then you're producing 
way, way too much cortisol and that throws your hormone balance out of whack. If 
you're a woman that's stressed all the time and your body begins to convert 
progesterone to cortisol because you're depleted. Then this throws out your 
estrogen to progesterone ratio and can cause estrogen dominant cancers like 
breast cancer, uterine cancer, cervical cancer and so forth, the cancers that are 
exploding. 
 

 I think that stress literally does have a great deal to do with these estrogen 
sensitive cancers that we're seeing that are going off the charts today. If stress is a 
killer, then you need to look at what can we do to reverse the stress. Laughter 
therapy is something that is becoming really popular in a lot of these cancer clinics. 
 

 They're just getting people to laugh. They'll get a comedian to come in and tell 
jokes and get people to laugh. It's amazing that after one minute of laughter, your 
immune function is improved up to 200% for up to six hours, after you just laughed. 
 

 It's really amazing when you look at both sides of the coin, not only stress and 
anger, and even fear, but laughter it literally ... Where was it in Prevention 
Magazine laughter is the best medicine. Remember that old it was like once a week 
snippet? It truly is. Laughter is the best medicine, because of the way that it 
relieves stress. 
 

Marjory: Well, all you need is a couple of [inaudible 00:26:32] and you'll be laughing all the 
time. Those guys are just ridiculous through the comics of the avian world. I did ... 
 

Ty Bollinger: You know what, they are and your garden is also a great way to release stress. 
That's one of the common things that you talk to people that grow their own food 
and they're like, "Hey, I can't wait to get out and work in my garden. It's such a 
great stress reliever." 
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Marjory: Yeah. 

 
Ty Bollinger: Not only are you growing your own healthy food, but you can drop your blood 

pressure down ten points, by just going out and working in your garden. 
 

Marjory: Dan Buettner traveled the world and he's the guy famous for the book The Blue 
Zones, where he spent time studying the world's healthiest and long-lived people. 
He's probably interviewed more centenarians than anybody on the planet. The 
biggest common denominator was every group, except for one that he met was 
that they all grew some part of their own food. 
 

 A large part of that was just the relaxation and enjoyment of growing their own 
food. We did a survey a few years back among a really large group of people that 
were growing, that were either gardening or had small livestock but in some way 
were producing their own food. We said, "What is your primary motivation? Of all 
the different reasons why you can grow food, were you worried about economic 
collapse and food security? Was it cost? Are you on social security and you can't 
afford it? What was it? Was it nutrition? Were you concerned about the nutrition?" 
 

 We actually were a little prejudiced when we did this study, because we were kind 
of thinking it would be cost, which is sort of what you would naturally think. We 
have a lot of folks that are retired senior citizens in our community. That actually 
ended up being like way down on the bottom of the list. 
 

 The number one really was food security was just knowing that they could produce 
their own food and the enjoyment. Just the time that they spend in their gardens. I 
know for me that is probably the most sanest hour of my day. I don't take a cell 
phone out there or anything with me. 
 

 I'm just interacting with the plants and the animals and enjoying myself. The simple 
task of watering and noticing the health of this one or the bees or the birds or the 
butterflies. It's absolutely my zen time, my yoga time. It's totally my time. 
 

Ty Bollinger: It's awesome that you can do that on a daily basis. It's also awesome for kids. We 
live in Tennessee and we've got a huge patch of strawberries. This is called the 
strawberry capital of the United of States, this area in Tennessee. We've got a ton 
of strawberries. 
 

 There's nothing like watching the kids go out to the garden and picking a bowl full 
of strawberries and just eating it fresh for breakfast. Their eyes light up. They just 
can't wait to go out there and see what presents are waiting for them underneath 
the leaves. That's just something that it's awesome to instill that not only in 
yourself, but in your children as well. 
 

Marjory: It is. That's actually one of the keys to working with kids in the garden is harvesting. 
They love the harvest time. 
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Ty Bollinger: Yeah. 

 
Marjory: Digging potatoes, oh my God, digging for treasure, who's got the ugliest one and 

who's got the smallest one. That's another one. Sweet peas, sweet corn, 
strawberries you've got it. I love the strawberries. I've never been able to get many 
strawberries from mine because they're always ... The kids actually put dibs on it. 
That's mine. That's mine. Don't pick that one. 
 

 It's also a really good lesson for them too. I noticed that ... I have a school garden 
where I teach down the street, yeah it's not that big of a class, about fifteen kids. 
We planted strawberries and I noticed that over time the first, every strawberry 
that came up, they ate them all. Of course those green strawberries are awful, but 
by the end of the school year, they had learned the patience to wait until the 
strawberries ripened before they ate it, which I thought was a magnificent lesson 
all just in itself. 
 

Ty Bollinger: That's great. Yeah, that's awesome. Learn patience. 
 

Marjory: Yeah. Oh my gosh, within this culture we have now with instant gratification, that 
was just such a wonderful one. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. It really is. You're right, we do live in a culture that's instant gratification. I 
mean we were talking to the kids about that the other day and I go, "When 
mommy and daddy were growing up, we couldn't text a picture to somebody 
immediately and have them see what we're doing." I mean you had to wait for the 
... 
 

 I think I was talking to my son about he's a big Baylor Bears football fan. I said, 
"When I was growing up, bud, I had to wait till the next day to read the newspaper 
to find out if my team had won. Sometimes in the sports section, they didn't even 
have that box score, so I wouldn't even know if they'd won. Now you have real time 
everything." It's just a totally different generation that we live in today. 
 

Marjory: It is. Just getting back to the basics and simple of growing food, it's such a 
wholesome thing and nourishing. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. 
 

Marjory: We've got the three pillars. One is reduce toxicity, and that's definitely a way to do 
it by growing your own food and getting outside and getting some fresh air and 
sunshine and moving around. The second one is getting more nutrition. You can't 
grow ... 
 

 The most nutritious food is going to be the food you grow yourself. In fact I'm doing 
an interview with Sayer Ji on foods that you grow in your backyard that have the 
most nutritional value and are disease fighting foods. That's another wonderful 
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presentation to watch. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. 
 

Marjory: Then the third one is just reducing stress and enjoying yourself. Right there on your 
backyard is the key. That's the key right there. 
 

Ty Bollinger: It is. I mean the thing is, could the cure to cancer be in your backyard? Really the 
only cure to cancer is you. Is your body functioning properly? I've gone on these 
quests for the cures travels and have documented literally hundreds of interviews 
with doctors. There are many, many different natural substances that work well to 
combat cancer and to put your body back into a state where it works. 
 

 The thing that they all have in common is they're not really cures for cancer, 
because cancer is something that happens in all of our bodies every day. I mean 
we're all producing cancer cells. The cure to cancer is to have your body work 
properly so that it recognizes the cancer cells and kills them, than let them form a 
tumor and spread that kills you. 
 

 In reality, the cure to cancer is you. All of these natural substances ... I think that's 
going to be a great interview with Sayer talking about things that you can grow in 
your backyard that are the most potent to, and the most nutritional. If they're the 
most nutritional, they're going to have the most impact on your immune system. If 
they impact your immune system, that's the cures to disease, is those substances 
that give your body the fuel that it needs so that it works the way it's intended to. 
 

Marjory: That's a really great point. It's not something that just happens to you. That it's 
actually always going around. It's sort of like a cold or any other infection. If you're 
strong and healthy and able to be resilient, then it won't overcome you which is 
wonderful. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. 
 

Marjory: It's a much more useful way to look at it I think than the oh my God it's an accident 
or a coincidence. Yeah. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. It's an empowering message that we give, because cancer is not a death 
sentence. There's always things that you can do to strengthen your body to help it 
to work the way that it was intended to. It's much different than what you'll get 
from a typical oncologist that says, "Hey, you've got cancer. You've got three 
months to live. Sorry, bum luck. Get your affairs in order, nothing I can do." 
 

 Who wants to hear that? It's not the truth. That's not the truth. The reality is that 
cancer is not a death sentence and that there's a lot of things that we can do to get 
out bodies back on track. That's why I really appreciate what you're doing, because 
this is the key. This is the key, is nutrition is the key. 
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 The interesting thing is that most oncologists in the United States and worldwide 
know nothing about nutrition. They've not been educated on nutrition in medical 
school. As a result, they can't help educate you on the importance of nutrition, 
because they don't know anything about it themselves. 
 

Marjory: Yeah. There's a lot more integration we do. Modern medicine has done some 
wonderful things, but they've also definitely lost touch with some basics. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yes. 
 

Marjory: Ty, how can people get in touch with you? You've got your website, Truth About 
Cancer. 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah, the website is thetruthaboutcancer.com. They can also get in touch with me 
on my other website cancertruth.net, but the main one is 
thetruthaboutcancer.com. 
 

Marjory: Awesome. We will have a big button on the side there where people can click that 
and sign up for your newsletters and find out, you do show those docu-series free 
from time to time and they can either order a set from you if they're ready to get 
going right now, or get on your list and catch the next one when it's coming up. 
 

 I can see this is going to be work you're going to be continuing to do. I'm so grateful 
for what you do, as I said, because of my own. There's still lots of people that might 
need to come up with a different perspective, right? 
 

Ty Bollinger: Yeah. Well, thank you Marjory. I appreciate it. 
 

Marjory: You're welcome, Ty. Well, we will catch you. You all there's lots of other 
presentations coming up, that one with Sayer Ji on foods that you can grow in your 
backyard, that help you fight disease and become strong. Stay with us for more 
presentations at the Home Grown Food Summit. 
 

 

 


